ELECTRIC STORAGE SYSTEMS

Report of the 2\textsuperscript{nd} meeting of the working group on Lithium batteries

Transmitted by the expert from France on behalf of the working group

1. The WG on Li Batteries met in Paris from 20\textsuperscript{th} to 22\textsuperscript{nd} of April 2009. Delegates from competent authorities and other organisations mentioned in the annexed list participated (see annexIII)

2. The WG worked according to the mandate given by the UN SCETDG (see annexII)

3. Written documents have been submitted prior to the meeting :
   a) Definitions issues from China
   b) Paper on T2 test (from an ad hoc task group set up from the first session of this WG in Washington (November 2008)
   c) Vibration test, submitted by COSTHA
   d) Paper from BAJ concerning the T5 test
   e) T6 impact test (from an ad hoc task group set up from the first session of this WG in Washington (November 2008)

The WG also looked at powerpoint presentations concerning :

(a) Battery assemblies (SAFT and 123Ssystems)

(b) T3 vibration test (JARI)

(c) T5 external short circuit test (BAJ)
4. All the papers and presentations relating to this WG can be consulted on the PRBA website (http://www.prba.org/Laws_and_Regulations/Default.ashx)

5. In addition, the United Kingdom delegate informed the WG about papers submitted to the ICAO DGP that would be related the work of this working group: WP 42 (shipping requirements for prototype and low production Li batteries, PRBA ), WP 51 (Li batteries, discussing clarifying issues in the manual of test and criteria, UK), INF 2 (Li batteries, Germany)

6. The working agreed on its agenda:

   a) Definition issues
   b) T2 test and mass loss criteria
   c) Battery assembly issues
   d) T3 vibration test
   e) T5 external short circuit
   f) T6 impact/crush test
   g) Miscellaneous and future work

   a) Definition issues

7. The working group considered the paper presented by China containing proposals to amend existing definitions and the addition of new ones.

8. As a principle, it was agreed that it was not useful to add new definitions for wordings that were not yet in use in the Manual of Tests and Criteria (4th edition).

9. The working group agreed to clarify the concept of tested type by modifying 38.3.2.1. b) and c) mentioned in annex 1. However, PRBA questioned the necessity of listing examples of changes that would affect test results.

10. The WG went on looking at the definition that were not related to issues addressed elsewhere in the agenda. Definitions concerning battery assembly, mass loss would be discussed as part of discussions concerning other papers mentioned above (T2 paper concerning mass loss, and battery assembly discussion).

11. The WG agreed to modify the definitions of: battery, large cell, primary cell or battery, rechargeable cell or battery, small cell, rated capacity and add new definitions concerning: nominal energy, nominal voltage, open circuit voltage and fire. However, the definition for a fire is kept in square brackets because it was felt that further discussion was needed to qualify appropriate measurable criteria in relation with the fire threat such as trains of sparks other than sparks induced for instance by the testing impact that would not reveal any actual threat.

12. The working group accepted to define large and small cells according to a mass limit, as this principle was already accepted for batteries, but the number of 500 g is kept in square brackets because it needs to be verified in relation with the currently most produced cells size.
13. The definition of leakage has been modified in relation with the mass loss discussion (see point b) below. After this modification, the WG also decided that the mass loss definition could be deleted, as it has been included in the definition of leakage.

14. The WG did not follow the proposals from China concerning definitions for:
- **disassembly**: the existing criteria was deemed more appropriate and objective
- **first cycle**: change purely formal and not required for the understanding
- **anode, cathode, terminal and electrolyte**: terms already well-known by the industry
- **depth of discharge, close-circuit voltage and end-point voltage**: were not deemed necessary
- **battery energy, capacity**: were not introduced as such because the wording proposed by China for these definitions were introduced respectively in the definitions for nominal energy and rated capacity.

b) **Mass loss and T2 “thermal test” discussion**

15. After lengthy discussion, considering both mass loss definition proposed in the document from China and paper from the T2 task group, the WG agreed to look at this issue in a new way.

16. The definition of leakage would be modified as proposed in annex I. This definition would include visible escape of material as well as loss of material measured by means of mass loss metrology. Given the fact that leakage can also include leakage of gas, it was mentioned that leakage also includes venting.

17. The WG also considered the problem of mass loss caused by the loss of non safety related materials, such as labels, handling devices, moisture, …This type of mass loss currently lead to a failure of the test in spite of the fact that they do not reveal any safety issue. To avoid this problem, the WG included in brackets a list of materials that need not to be considered in the mass loss calculation. However, some experts expressed concern about the relevancy and completeness of that list. Therefore, it is kept in square brackets for further consideration.

18. Also the mass loss table proposed in annex I has been kept empty, because during discussions from the task group paper, it has been pointed out that current values of the mass loss table turn to be irrelevant for large batteries. The task group has been invited to revisit the table in order to define adequate values for batteries.

19. Other proposals concerning decrease of test temperature (from 75°C to 55°C), cycling time duration (from 60 min to 30 min), number of cycling (10 to 5) and extra exposure time for large batteries mentioned in the document were considered. The explanation provided for these decreases was based on the statistical analysis of actual conditions of transport. But the working group did not follow this proposal for the moment because the views on that was not unanimous. In particular, some experts have pointed out that the test procedure has been developed for classification purposes, and therefore additional safety margins to the normal conditions of
transport would be justified. It has also been pointed out that sometimes the conditions of transport may exceed 55°C.
c) **Battery assembly discussion**

20. The WG had the opportunity to consider two presentations clarifying the design of different battery assemblies (details available on the PRBA web site). The WG took note that some clarification might be needed on the definitions of cells, batteries, components (cells, modules...). However, no decision was met because no formal proposal has been submitted to the WG. These definitions have to be considered in relation with the test relevant with those different items and the WG welcomes further contributions from competent authorities and organisations (industry, testing labs...) to clarify this point.

21. It has been noted however that some modifications have been adopted in December in order to clarify the testing of battery assemblies and the testing of assembly of cells that are only parts of a battery under the T7 overcharge test. Some experts felt that a rationalised approach of these different testing conditions could clarify the requirements of chapter 38.3 of the Manual of Test and Criteria.

d) **T3 vibration test discussion**

22. In relation with vibration testing, the WG considered two documents, a presentation by JARI dealing with the test procedure and in particular the way the device under testing (DUT) is secured on the testing platform, and document presented by COSTHA addressing the values of forces corresponding to peak acceleration during the vibration test procedures corresponding to small and large battery items.

23. The presentation by JARI illustrated that the mode of securing the device to be tested on a vibration platform (clamping or belting) may significantly affect the results. The WG agreed that this may justify improvements and a more accurate description of the test procedure, but the majority of experts did not follow the view from JARI that belting was the best option. Another important issue was related to the orientation of the device on the vibration platform.

24. Concerning the value of the peak acceleration for large batteries and cells, the WG agreed with the views presented by COSTHA, in particular with the reduction proposal of the peak acceleration of 2g instead of 8g for large batteries, but as there was no time to draft a formal text, the WG deferred this task for its next session.

e) **T5 external short circuit**

25. The WG considered a proposal from BAJ concerning the value of the external resistance to be applied during the external short circuit test procedure. BAJ proposed to define a resistance value between 60 and 100 mOhm. BAJ make the same proposal to some IEC standardisation Committee.

26. DGAC pointed out that in this case, it would not be possible to use the transport test for other circumstances where a lower external resistance value is required.

27. After a lengthy discussion, the WG noting that the devices under testing have an internal impedance equivalent to a resistance, and that it might be relevant to relate the external
resistance to the value of this internal impedance. As this principle was agreed by a majority, the WG decided to further investigate this idea at the next session, after additional information would be provided on the matter. BAJ and any other interested party is invited to send appropriate material to the WG.

f) T6 impact/crush test

28. The WG considered the proposal of the task group for an additional crush test for button cells. It has been recalled that by definition button cells are small cells. Because of their limited size and resistance, the impact test would not be relevant for them.

29. The WG agreed to the addition of the crush test procedure of these smaller button cells. In addition, some noted that this crush test procedure would be equally appropriate for other small cells (prismatic, cylindrical…). Interested organisations are invited to investigate this particular point and to provide adequate text to include all relevant items under the new crush test procedure. The WG agreed that the crush test procedure itself was correct as drafted.

30. Concerning the impact test itself, some issues were raised, inter alia 1) placement of the impact rod was not always easy to manage depending on the size of the tested cell and the impact mass of 9,1 kg would not be commensurate to the new stronger large cells. Interested organisations were also invited to provide information concerning a change of the impact mass, in particular in relation with the tested cell.

31. During the discussion on the impact test, it was recalled that before the modifications introduced in 2000, a mechanical crush test (old T4 test) was meant to verify the resistance to an internal short circuit. Some expert were on the opinion that this test was not really adapted for that purpose but It was generally recognised that internal short circuit may be a safety issue to be further investigated and that it may require a specific test. It was also mentioned that internal short circuit may result from different causes and that it may also happen during vibration and shock test and any other mechanical type test. Therefore, internal short circuit test is a complicated issue that deserves thorough examination.

g) Miscellaneous and future work

32. The attention of the Working Group was drawn to the large number of Working Papers concerning the transport of lithium/lithium ion batteries on the Agenda of the ICAO Dangerous Goods Panel Working Group of the Whole to be held in New Zealand at the beginning of May. The Working Group looked briefly at papers DGP-WG/09/42, 09/51 and IP/2.

33. The Working Group agreed with the interpretation by the expert nominated by the United Kingdom (09/51) that paragraph 38.3.2.1 of the Manual of Tests and Criteria requires that, although individual cells may already have been tested in accordance with the Manual, when used to form a battery that battery must itself be subject to the full UN test requirements. Views were evenly divided, however, on whether the proposed inclusion of an explanatory note was needed or not. Further, it was felt by some that the proposed text needed some improvement anyway. It was suggested that this matter should be remitted to the UN Sub-Committee of Experts for consideration.
34. The Working Group noted the proposals by PRBA in paper 09/42 to amend Special Provision A88 (which is related to UN Special Provision 310) in respect of prototype or low production large batteries. It was pointed out that, whilst addressing air mode specific issues, care should be taken not to introduce provisions which would not be compatible with the UN Model Regulations or other modal regulations such that inter-modal transport would become problematic.

35. In paper IP/2 the expert nominated by Germany had proposed that a number of issues that he had elucidated in respect of large rechargeable lithium batteries needed to be addressed. The Working Group recognised these issues and felt that this was exactly the remit that it was already working to on a multi-modal basis. Two issues, outside of the Working Group’s remit, had been raised by the expert nominated by Germany – the use of a visible quality seal and a ten year reliable operational requirement. It was felt that this should be raised as a multi-modal issue with the UN Sub-Committee.

36. It was hoped that the Working Group report in respect of these issues could be drawn to the attention of the ICAO meeting. Mr Rogers (IFALPA) undertook to do this.

37. The WG decided to meet again on the 9th to 11th of November 2009 and the proposal of Japan to host the group has been accepted.

Annex I: provisionally approved amendments
Annex II: WG mandate
Annex III: list of participants
Annex I

AMENDMENTS DRAFTED BY THE WORKING GROUP

The sub committee is invited to comment on these amendments provisionally agreed by the working group.

Changes in section 38.3.2.1

(b) For rechargeable cells and batteries, a change in nominal energy in watt-hours of more than 20% or an increase in nominal voltage of more than 20%; or

(c) A change that would lead to failure of any of the tests.

NOTE: the type of change that might be considered to differ from a tested type, such that it might lead to failure of any of the tests, may include but is not limited to:

- A change in the material of the anode, the cathode, the separator, or the electrolyte;
- A change of protective devices, including hardware and software;
- A change of safety design in cells or batteries, such as a venting valve;
- A change in the number of component cells;
- A change in connecting mode of component cells.

Definitions:

Battery means one or more cells electrically connected together by permanent means, including case, terminals, and markings fitted with devices necessary for use, for example case, terminals, marking and protective devices.

Large cell means a cell with a gross mass of more than [500g] lithium content or lithium equivalent content of the anode, when fully charged, is more than 12 g.

leakage, including venting, means the visible escape of electrolyte or other material from a cell or battery or the loss of material [(except battery casing, handling devices, labels)] from a cell or battery such that the loss of mass exceeds the values in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Mass loss limit to be adapted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass $M$ of cell or battery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: In order to quantify the mass loss the following procedure is provided:
Mass loss (%) = \( \frac{(M_1 - M_2)}{M_1} \times 100 \)

where \( M_1 \) is the mass before the test and \( M_2 \) is the mass after the test. When mass loss does not exceed the values in table 1, it shall be considered as "no mass loss".

**Mass loss** delete the definition of mass loss

**Primary cell or battery** means a cell or battery which is not designed to be electrically charged or recharged.

**Rated capacity** means the electric charge in ampere hours which a cell or a battery can deliver, as measured by subjecting it to a load, temperature, voltage cut-off point specified by the manufacturer.

**Rechargeable cell or battery** means a cell or battery which is designed to be electrically recharged.

**Small cell** means a cell with a gross mass of not more than [500g.] lithium content of the anode, when fully charged, is not more than 12 g.

**Nominal energy** in watt hours means the energy value of a cell or battery determined under specified conditions and declared by the manufacturer. The nominal energy is calculated by multiplying nominal voltage by rated capacity.

**Nominal voltage:** means the approximate value of the voltage used to designate or identify a cell or a battery.

[**Fire** means that flames are emitted from the test cell or battery during a test.] (further discussion needed to qualify appropriate measurable criteria in relation with the fire threat)

**Open circuit voltage** means the voltage across the terminals of a cell or battery when no external current is flowing.
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MANDATE

(Based on ST/SG/AC.10/C.3/68 par. 39)

a) Re-evaluation of criteria for the thermal test (T.2);

(b) Examination of the test method for the impact test (T.6) and consideration of alternative test methods;

(c) Review of definitions and terminology in section 38.3 of the Manual of Tests and Criteria, in the light of other recognized standards;

(d) Resistance requirements of the external short-circuit tests (T.5);

(e) Vibration and shock tests (T.3 and T.4) as applied to different sizes of batteries;

and

(f) Overcharge tests for battery assemblies, and clarification of definitions for cells, batteries, modules and assemblies.
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